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-----------------------------------------------------------------------***-------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract: – In the field of aerodynamics and aircraft design key features are always based on performance
characteristics of the structure under different act of application whereas the need of optimum design is always
preferable to increase aerodynamic efficiency of system. In current proposed paper NACA 0012 Aircraft wing has
been investigated by computational means of commercial CFD ANSYS software to determine its performance under
implementation of subsonic speed range which deserve between 0.45-0.75 MACH.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In Airplane design wing is the most important aspect of design since the performance of aircraft is directly coupled
to the Aerodynamic performance of the wing. During immense of First world war product invention and
development was at its peak whereas there was an large increase in demand of increasing efficiency of existing
military products to coup the demand and promote industrial experts, university and scientific researcher federal
government of United states established an board advisory Known as NACA (National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics) was developed in late year of 1915. The promoter goal of NACA advisory is to promote the high
research fidelity in-between industrial experts and institutional research aspirants in the field of astronautics and
aeronautical Engineering. Promoting advancement in different sectors of from NACA duct for the automotive sector
the research and development of NACA developed unique series of NACA Airfoils which helps a lot for aspirant
making and sensible design which increase aerodynamic performance of the structure. These are the Airfoils having
shape of aircraft wing which is having unique cross-sectional area according to the special digit series. There are total
two type of digit series which is subdivided in number of sub series. Main digits are –a) 4 Digit series b) 5 Digit series.
This digit series are generated by using special type of Analytical equation which get diverse in variation between its
curvature, Middle line which is also known as geometric center, Camber positioning and thickness on which different
customized standard airfoil can be generated using NACA advisory calculator. In present paper NACA 0012 type of
Airfoil is use this type of airfoil is also known as symmetry airfoil because it distribute equal percentage of geometry
in divination from mean line. Due to the symmetrical structure this airfoil promotes the ideal working aerodynamic
property which means if it is having zero angle of attack airfoil will not promote any type of lift occurrence. Due to
this unique aerodynamic behavior and working property many researcher use NACA 0012 airfoil for experimental
use to study the lift and drag characteristics affects within the creation of practical working boundary conditions in
practical wind tunnels but experimental testing in wind tunnels accrue large occupancy and working cost to fed up
that there is an new computational approach whereas by using commercial CFD software like Hypermesh,ANSYSFluent etc. we can setup practical working condition to active precise result that can evaluate for research work. In
present work ANSYS CFD fluent software is used to investigate NACA 0012 wing which is first priory developed by
using NCAC Co-ordinate calculator and surface is created using ANSYS Parametric design modeler.
II. AIRFOIL NOMENCLETURE
Designing of wing is based on the generalized crossection which is very useful for taking lift. This crossedction
designing is done by using based of identical airfoil family since wings in advance commercial based aircraft is
developed by using different combinations of airfoil. An aerodynamic force is achieved by airfoil when it is moving
through fluid. Lift is generated when the force is in perpendicular direction of motion and whereas Drag can be
generated when force is acting on parallel direction of motion as shown in figure 1.
Lift on the airfoil is variedly observed by improving its angle of attack (AOA) whereas for generating proper
amount of suitable lift it is necessary that it employed with positive angle of attack.
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Figure 1. Airfoil Aerodynamic forces.

Nomenclatur
es-

Figure 2. Airfoil Nomenclature.





The front face of airfoil is known as leading edge which is having maximum curvature and minimum radius.
The rear point of airfoil is known as trailing edge.
Leading edge and trailing edge is connected by chord line.
Alpha represent the degree in Angle of attack.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a computer-based tool for simulating the behavior of systems involving
fluid flow, heat transfer, and other related physical processes. It works by solving the equations of fluid flow (in a
special form) over a region of interest, with specified (known) conditions on the boundary of that region. Essentially
there are three methods for determine the solution to flow problems viz. Experimental, Analytical and Numerical. At
present, in order to shorten product development time, there is a strong tendency to perform design using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools instead of experiments. CFD is a method that is becoming more and more
popular in the modeling of flow systems in many fields, including reaction Engineering. CFD based modeling however
has many advantages during preliminary design, because it is less time-consuming than experiments and because it
allows greater flexibility. CFD is playing a strong role as a design tool as well as a research tool. In CFD the physical
aspects of any fluid flow is governed by three principles. The fundamental equations of fluid mechanics are based on
the following Universal laws of conservation: 1. Conservation of mass 2. Conservation of momentum 3. Conservation of
energy. These fundamental physical principles can be expressed in terms of basic mathematical equations. These
equations are generally in integral or partial differential form. These equations and their derivatives are replaced in
CFD by discretized algebraic forms, which are in turn solved to get flow field values at discrete points in space and/or
time.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The following conclusion has been drawn after the analysis of the symmetrical airfoils: 1. the lift and the drag
keeps increasing as the AOA increases 2. The portioned increase in the lift is much higher than the drag.
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